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### Title
**Luzon Brokerage Corporation vs. Court of Appeals and Manila Banking Corporation: A
Case on Warehouse Receipts and Chattel Mortgage Priorities in the Philippines**

### Facts
The  proceedings  began  with  a  Field  Warehouse  Storage  Agreement  between  Luzon
Brokerage Corporation (LUZON) and Pacific Copra Export Co., Inc. (PACOCO) for LUZON
to  operate  field  warehouses  in  Davao  for  storing  copra.  They  also  entered  into  Field
Warehouse  Leases  for  two  warehouses.  Under  this  arrangement,  LUZON issued  Field
Warehouse  Receipts  (FWR)  for  the  copra  it  received,  indicating  the  copra  was  to  be
delivered upon the written order of specific banks, acting as pledgees for a company in
California.

Four  years  into  the  agreement,  LUZON  discovered  that  Manila  Banking  Corporation
(MANILABANK) initiated a sale of some of the stored copra to satisfy PACOCO’s debt under
an  Overdraft  Agreement  and  a  subsequent  Amendment  of  the  Overdraft  Agreement,
wherein PACOCO had assigned and mortgaged all its right, title, and interest in the stored
copra, including that in LUZON’s warehouse.

LUZON filed a suit in the Court of First Instance of Davao against MANILABANK, PACOCO,
and the  Davao Provincial  Sheriff,  seeking to  prevent  the  sale  of  the  copra  under  the
assertion that its lien for storage charges had not been satisfied and that the Warehouse
Receipts Law protected its custody of the copra. A preliminary injunction was issued but
later dissolved, agreeing the sale’s proceeds would remain deposited with MANILABANK
pending final court disposition.

Only MANILABANK and the Provincial Sheriff  responded to the lawsuit.  MANILABANK
contended it was a valid exercise of its rights as a chattel mortgagee and not obliged to
satisfy LUZON’s lien or secure its consent for the sale.

The Trial Court ruled in favor of LUZON, asserting that the specific copra slated for sale
was not part of the chattel mortgaged to MANILABANK. However, upon MANILABANK’s
motion  for  reconsideration,  the  Court  of  Appeals  reversed  the  trial  court’s  decision,
dismissing LUZON’s complaint and ordering it to pay MANILABANK damages and litigation
expenses, holding that PACOCO owned the copra, that no proof existed of a valid pledge
over the copra, and that LUZON was not a bona fide warehouseman but more a dummy of
PACOCO.
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### Issues
1. Whether PACOCO was the rightful owner of the copra in question.
2. If a valid pledge had been created over the copra involving Paxsmo Inc. or Wells Fargo
Bank.
3. Whether the copra was part of the chattel mortgaged to MANILABANK.
4.  If  LUZON acted as a genuine warehouseman or merely as an agent or dummy for
PACOCO.

### Court’s Decision
The Philippine Supreme Court held that the findings of the Court of Appeals were factual
and concluded after a thorough examination and appraisal of the evidence. It affirmed the
Court  of  Appeals’  resolution  in  dismissing  LUZON’s  complaint  and  siding  with
MANILABANK, noting it did not find substantial reasons to reverse or modify the appellate
court’s decision.

### Doctrine
This case highlighted the importance of clear distinctions between the rights of warehouse
operators under Warehouse Receipts Law and creditors holding chattel mortgages. It also
underscored  the  rigorous  scrutiny  required  to  establish  the  existence  of  a  bona  fide
warehousing  operation  distinct  from  the  interests  of  the  depositors  and  the  secured
creditors.

### Class Notes
– **Warehouse Receipts Law (Act No. 2137):** Governs warehouse receipt transactions,
establishing the rights and obligations of warehouse operators.
– **Chattel  Mortgage:** A security interest over movable properties,  such as copra, to
secure the repayment of a debt.
– **Bona Fide Warehouseman:** An impartial third-party custodian of stored goods, whose
rights and lien for services rendered are protected under law, distinct from the depositor or
the secured creditor’s interests.
– **Pledge vs. Chattel Mortgage:** A pledge requires the delivery of the pledged property to
the creditor or a third party, while a chattel mortgage does not involve the transfer of
possession but provides a lien on the movable property.
– Application: A warehouseman must honor the terms of warehouse receipts and cannot
unilaterally  claim rights  superior  to  those  explicitly  provided  by  law or  through valid
agreements between the parties involved, such as chattel mortgages.
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### Historical Background
This case reflects the complex legal scenarios that can arise from the intersections between
the  warehousing  industry’s  operational  practices  and  financial  transactions  involving
security interests like chattel mortgages and pledges. It demonstrates how the Philippine
legal system navigates these intersections, balancing the rights and interests of all parties
involved.


